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Abstra t



Many di erent demands an be made of intrusion dete tion
systems. An important requirement is that it be e e tive
i.e. that it should dete t a substantial per entage of intrusions into the supervised system, while still keeping the false
alarm rate at an a eptable level.
This paper aims to demonstrate that, for a reasonable
set of assumptions, the false alarm rate is the limiting fa tor for the performan e of an intrusion dete tion system.
This is due to the base-rate falla y phenomenon, that in order to a hieve substantial values of the Bayesian dete tion
rate, P (Intrusion jAlarm ), we have to a hieve|a perhaps
unattainably low|false alarm rate.
A sele tion of reports of intrusion dete tion performan e
are reviewed, and the on lusion is rea hed that there are
indi ations that at least some types of intrusion dete tion
have far to go before they an attain su h low false alarm
rates.



1 Introdu tion
Many demands an be made of an intrusion dete tion system
(IDS for short) su h as e e tiveness, eÆ ien y, ease of use,
se urity, inter-operability, transparen y et . Although mu h
resear h has been done in the eld in the past ten years, the
theoreti al limits of many of these parameters have not been
studied to any signi ant degree. The aim of this paper is
to dis uss one serious problem with regard to the e e tiveness parameter, espe ially how the base-rate falla y may
a e t the operational e e tiveness of an intrusion dete tion
system.
2 Problems in Intrusion Dete tion
The eld of automated omputer intrusion dete tion|
intrusion dete tion for short|is urrently some nineteen
years old [1℄, with interest gathering pa e in the past ten
years.
Intrusion dete tion systems are intended to help dete t a
number of important types of omputer se urity violations,
su h as:
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Atta kers using prepa ked \exploit s ripts." Primarily
outsiders.
Atta kers operating under the identity of a legitimate
user, for example by having stolen that user's authentiation information (password). Outsiders and insiders.
Insiders abusing legitimate privileges, et .

Early work (see [1, 4, 5, 18℄) identi ed two major types of
intrusion dete tion strategies.

Anomaly dete tion The strategy of de laring everything

that is unusual for the subje t ( omputer, user, et .)
suspe t, and worthy of further investigation. We add
the requirement that the system be self-learning for it
to qualify as an anomaly dete tion system.
Anomaly dete tion promises to dete t abuses of legitimate privileges that annot easily be odi ed into seurity poli y, and to dete t atta ks that are \novel"
to the intrusion dete tion system. Problems in lude a
tenden y to take up data pro essing resour es, and the
possibility of an atta ker tea hing the system that his
illegitimate a tivities are nothing out of the ordinary.

Poli y dete tion Our term for the dete tion strategy of
de iding in advan e what type of behaviour is undesirable, and through the use of a default permit or default
deny poli y, dete ting intrusions. The default permit
ase is often referred to as signature based dete tion
or misuse dete tion, while we term the few published
instan es of default deny systems spe i ation-based intrusion dete tion after the rst su h system [8℄.
Poli y-based dete tion systems promise to dete t
known atta ks and violations easily odi ed into se urity poli ies in a timely and eÆ ient manner. Problems
in lude a diÆ ulty in dete ting previously unknown intrusions. If a database ontaining intrusion signatures
is employed it must be updated frequently.

Early in the resear h it was suggested in [6, 12℄ that the
two main methods ought to be ombined to provide a omplete intrusion dete tion system apable of dete ting a wide
array of di erent omputer se urity violations, in luding the
ones listed above.
At present, the many fundamental questions regarding
intrusion dete tion remain largely unanswered. They inlude, but are by no means limited to:

E e tiveness How e e tive is the intrusion dete tion? To

theorem that states the relationship between a onditional
probability and its opposite, i.e. with the ondition transposed:

what degree does it dete t intrusions into the target
system, and how good is it at reje ting false positives,
so alled false alarms?

EÆ ien y What is the run time eÆ ien y of the intrusion

j
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dete tion system, how many omputing resour es and
how mu h storage does it onsume, an it make its
dete tions in real time, et ?
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Expanding the probability P (B ) for the set of all n possible, mutually ex lusive out omes A we arrive at equation (2):

Ease of use How easy is it to eld and operate for a user

who is not a se urity expert, and an su h a user add
new intrusion s enarios to the system? An important
issue in ease of use is the question of what demands
an be made of the person responding to the intrusion alarm. How high a false alarm rate an he realisti ally be expe ted to ope with, and under what
ir umstan es is he likely to ignore an alarm? (It has
long been known in se urity ir les that ordinary ele troni alarm systems should be ir umvented during
normal operation of the fa ility, when supervisory sta
are more likely to be lax be ause they are a ustomed
to false alarms [16℄).
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Combining equations (1) and (2) we arrive at a generally
more useful statement of Bayes' theorem:
(
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The base-rate falla y is best des ribed through example.2 Suppose that your do tor performs a test that is 99%
a urate, i.e. when the test was administered to a test population all of whom had the disease, 99% of the tests indi ated
disease, and likewise, when the test population was known
to be 100% free of the disease, 99% of the test results were
negative. Upon visiting your do tor to learn the results he
tells you he has good news and bad news. The bad news is
that indeed you tested positive for the disease. The good
news however, is that out of the entire population the rate
of in iden e is only 1=10000, i.e. only 1 in 10000 people have
this ailment. What, given this information, is the probability of you having the disease? The reader is en ouraged to
make a qui k \guesstimate" of the answer at this point.
Let us start by naming the di erent out omes. Let S
denote si k, and :S , i.e. not S , denote healthy. Likewise, let
P denote a positive test result and :P denote a negative test
result. Restating the information above; given: P (P jS ) =
0:99, P (:P j:S ) = 0:99, and P (S ) = 1=10000, what is the
probability P (S jP )?
A dire t appli ation of equation (3) above gives:

Se urity When ever more intrusion dete tion systems are

elded, one would expe t ever more atta ks dire ted
at the intrusion dete tion system itself, to ir umvent
it or otherwise render the dete tion ine e tive. What
is the nature of these atta ks, and how resilient is the
intrusion dete tion system to them?

Inter-Operability As the number of di erent intrusion de-

te tion systems in rease, to what degree an they interoperate and how do we ensure this?

Transparen y How intrusive is the elding of the intru-

sion dete tion system to the organisation employing
it? How many resour es will it onsume in terms of
manpower, et ?

While interest is being shown in some of these issues,
with a few notable ex eptions|mainly [7℄|they remain
largely unaddressed by the resear h ommunity. This is
perhaps not surprising, sin e many of these questions are
diÆ ult to formulate and answer. For a detailed and thorough survey of resear h into intrusion dete tion systems to
date see [2℄.
This paper is on erned with one aspe t of one of the
questions above, that of e e tiveness. More spe i ally it
addresses the way in whi h the base-rate falla y a e ts the
required performan e of the intrusion dete tion system with
regard to false alarm reje tion.
In what follows: se tion 3 gives a des ription of the baserate falla y, se tion 4 ontinues with an appli ation of the
base-rate falla y to the intrusion dete tion problem, given
a set of reasonable assumptions, se tion 5 des ribes the impa t the previous results would have on intrusion dete tion
systems, se tion 6 onsiders future work, with se tion 7 onluding the paper. Appendix A reprodu es a base-rate falla y example in diagram form.

(

j

P S P

)=

P (S )  P (P jS )
( )  P (P jS ) + P (:S )  P (P j:S )

P S

(4)

The only probability above whi h we do not immediately
know is P (P j:S ). This is easily found though, sin e it is
merely 1 P (:P j:S ) = 1% (likewise, P (:S ) = 1 P (S )).
Substituting the stated values for the di erent quantities in
equation (4) gives:
(

j

P S P

3 The Base-Rate Falla y

)=

1=10000  0:99
=
1=10000  0:99 + (1 1=10000)  0:01
= 0:00980 : : :  1% (5)

That is, that even though the test is 99% ertain, your
han e of a tually having the disease is only 1=100, be ause
the population of healthy people is mu h larger than the
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The base-rate falla y is one of the ornerstones of Bayesian
statisti s, stemming as it does dire tly from Bayes' famous

2 This example hinted at in [17℄.

1 The idea behind this approa h stems from [13, 14℄.
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testing our dete tor against a set of s enarios we know
represent intrusive behaviour.

population with the disease. (For a graphi al representation, in the form of a Venn diagram, depi ting the di erent
out omes, turn to Appendix A). This result often surprises
people, ourselves in luded, and it is this phenomenon|that
humans in general do not take the basi rate of in iden e, the
base-rate, into a ount when intuitively solving su h problems of probability|that is aptly named \the base-rate falla y."

False alarm rate The probability P (Aj:I ), the false positive rate, obtained in an analogous manner.

The other two parameters, P (:AjI ), the False Negative
rate, and P (:Aj:I ), the True Negative rate, are easily obtained sin e they are merely:

4 The Base-Rate Falla y in Intrusion Dete tion

P

In order to apply this reasoning in omputer intrusion dete tion we must rst nd the di erent probabilities, or if
su h probabilities annot be found, make a set of reasonable
assumptions regarding them.



); P (:Aj:I ) = 1

(

j:

P A

I

)

(6)

( j )|that an alarm really indi ates an intrusion
(hen eforth alled the Bayesian dete tion rate ), and

(:I j:A)|that the absen e of an alarm signi es that
we have nothing to worry about,

P

remain as large as possible.
Applying Bayes' theorem to al ulate P (I jA) results in:
(

j

)=

P I A

P (I )  P (AjI )
( )  P (AjI ) + P (:I )  P (Aj:I )

P I

(7)

Likewise for P (:I j:A):
P

(:I j:A) =

P

P (:I )  P (:Aj:I )
(:I )  P (:Aj:I ) + P (I )  P (:AjI )

(8)

These assumptions give us a value for the rate of in iden e of the a tual number of intrusions in our system, and
its dual (10 audit re ords per intrusion, 2 intrusions per day,
and 1,000,000 audit re ords per day). Interpreting these as
probabilities:

 1  10

6

= 2  10 5 ;
2  10
P (:I ) = 1
P (I ) = 0:99998
( )=1

P I

(9)

Inserting equation (9) into equation (7):
(

j

)=

P I A

2  10 5  P (AjI )
2  10 5  P (AjI ) + 0:99998  P (Aj:I )

(10)

Studying equation (10) we see the base-rate falla y
learly. By now it should ome as no surprise to the reader,
sin e the assumptions made about our system makes it lear
that we have an overwhelming number of non-events (benign a tivity) in our audit trail, and only a few events (intrusions) of any interest. Thus, the fa tor governing the
dete tion rate (2  10 5 ) is ompletely dominated by the fa tor (0:99998) governing the false alarm rate. Furthermore,
sin e 0  P (AjI )  1, the equation will have its desired
maximum for P (AjI ) = 1 and P (Aj:I ) = 0, whi h results
in the most bene ial out ome as far as the false alarm rate
is on erned. While rea hing these values would be an a omplishment indeed, they are hardly attainable in pra ti e.
Let us instead plot the value of P (I jA) for a few xed values of P (AjI ) (in luding the \best" ase P (AjI ) = 1), as a
fun tion of P (Aj:I ) (see gure 1 on the following page). It
should be noted that both axes are logarithmi .

Dete tion rate Or true positive rate. The probability

j

j

P I A



4.2 Cal ulation of Bayesian dete tion rates
Let I and :I denote intrusive, and non-intrusive behaviour
respe tively, and A and :A denote the presen e or absen e
of an intrusion alarm. We start by naming the four possible
ases (false and true positives and negatives) that arise by
working ba kwards from the above set of assumptions:
(

(

P A I

Of ourse, our ultimate interest is that both:

4.1 Basi frequen y assumptions
Let us for the sake of further argument hypothesize a gurative omputer installation with a few tens of workstations, a
few servers|all running Unix|and a ouple of dozen users.
Su h an installation ould produ e in the order of 1,000,000
audit re ords per day with some form of \C2" ompliant logging in e e t, in itself a testimony to the need for automated
intrusion dete tion.
Suppose further that in su h a small installation we
would not experien e more than a few, say one or two, a tual
attempted intrusions per day. Even though it is diÆ ult to
get any gures for real in iden es of attempted omputer seurity intrusions, this does not seem to be an unreasonable
number.
The gures above are based on [11℄, and while the results
of that study would seem to indi ate that indeed low false
alarm rates an be attained, one an raise the obje tion that
sin e the developers of the tested systems had prior a ess to
\training" data that was very similar to the later evaluation
data, the systems' false alarm suppression apability was
not suÆ iently tested. Another paper that dis usses the
e e tiveness of intrusion dete tion is [15℄. Unfortunately it
is not appli able here.
Furthermore, assume that at this installation we do not
have the manpower to have more than one site se urity
oÆ er|SSO for short|who probably has other duties, and
that the SSO, being only human, an only rea t to a relatively low number of alarms, espe ially if the false alarm
rate is high.
Even though an intrusion ould possibly a e t only one
audit re ord, it is likely on average that it will a e t a few
more than that. Furthermore, a lustering fa tor a tually
makes our estimates more onservative, so it was deemed
prudent to in lude one. Using data from a previous study of
the trails that SunOS intrusions leave in the system logs [3℄,
we an estimate that ten audit re ords would be a e ted in
the average intrusion.

P A I

(:AjI ) = 1

), i.e. that quantity that we an obtain when
3

This is the base-rate falla y in reverse, if you will, sin e
we have already demonstrated that the problem is that we
will set o the alarm too many times in response to nonintrusions, ombined with the fa t that we do not have many
intrusions to begin with. Truly a question of nding a needle
in a haysta k.
The author does not see how the situation underlying the
base-rate falla y problem will hange for the better in years
to ome. On the ontrary, as omputers get faster they will
produ e more audit data, while it is doubtful that intrusive
a tivity will in rease at the same rate. In fa t, it would have
to in rease at a substantially higher rate for it to have any
e e t on the previous al ulations, and were it ever to rea h
levels suÆ ient to have su h an e e t|say 30% or more|
the installation would no doubt have a serious problem on
its hands, to say the least!
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5 Impa t on Intrusion Dete tion Systems

Figure 1: Plot of Bayesian dete tion rate versus false alarm
rate

As stated in the introdu tion, approa hes to intrusion dete tion an be divided into two major groups, poli y -based,
and anomaly -based. The previous se tion developed requirements regarding false alarm rates and dete tion rates
in intrusion dete tion systems in order to make them useful in the stated s enario. This se tion will ompare these
requirements with reported results on the e e tiveness of
intrusion dete tion systems.
It an be argued that this reasoning applies mainly to
poli y-based intrusion dete tion. In some ases anomalybased dete tion tries not to dete t intrusions per se, but
rather to di erentiate between two di erent subje ts, agging anomalous behaviour in the hopes that it is indi ative of
a stolen user identity for instan e, see for example [9℄, whi h
even though it reports performan e gures, is not dire tly
appli able here. However, we think the previous s enario
is useful as a des ription of a wide range of more \immediate," often network-based, atta ks, where we will not have
had the opportunity to observe the intruder for an extended
period of time \prior" to the atta k.

It be omes lear from studying the plot in gure 1 that
even for the unrealisti ally high dete tion rate 1.0 , we have
to have a very low false alarm rate (on the order of 1  10 5 )
for the Bayesian dete tion rate to have a value of 66%, i.e.
about two thirds of all alarms will be a true indi ation of intrusive a tivity. With a more realisti dete tion rate of, say,
0.7, for the same false alarm rate, the value of the Bayesian
dete tion rate is about 58%, nearing fty- fty. Even though
the number of events (intrusions/alarms) is still low, it is
our belief that a low Bayesian dete tion rate would qui kly
\tea h" the SSO to (un)safely ignore all alarms, even though
their absolute numbers would theoreti ally have allowed a
omplete investigation of all alarms. This be omes espeially true as the system grows; a 50% false alarm rate of
in total of 100 alarms would learly not be tolerable. Note
that even quite a large di eren e in the dete tion rate does
not substantially alter the Bayesian dete tion rate, whi h
instead is dominated by the false alarm rate. Whether su h
a low rate of false alarms is at all attainable is dis ussed in
se tion 5.
It be omes lear that, for example, a requirement of only
100 false alarms per day is met by a large margin with a false
alarm rate of 1  10 5 . With 105 \events" per day, we will
see only 1 false alarm per day, on average. By the time
our eiling of 100 false alarms per day is met, at a rate of
1  10 3 false alarms, even in the best ase s enario, our
Bayesian dete tion rate is down to around 2%,3 by whi h
time no-one will are less when the alarm goes o .
Substituting (6) and (9) in equation (8) gives:
P

=

(:I j:A) =
0:99998  (1

0:99998  (1 P (Aj:I ))
5  (1
P (Aj:I )) + 2  10

(

j

P A I

))

5.1 ROC urve analysis
There are general results in dete tion and estimation theory that state that the dete tion and false alarm rates are
linked [20℄, though the extent to whi h they are appli able
here is still an open question. Obviously, if the dete tion
rate is 1, saying that all events are intrusions, we will have
a false alarm rate of 1 as well, and onversely the same an
be said for the ase where the rates are 0.4 Intuitively, we
see that by lassifying more and more events as intrusive|
in e e t relaxing our requirements on what onstitutes an
intrusion|we will in rease our dete tion rate, but also mislassify more of the benign a tivity, and hen e in rease our
false alarm rate.
Plotting the dete tion rate as a fun tion of the false
alarm rate we end up with what is alled a ROC|Re eiver
Operating Chara teristi | urve. (For a general introdu tion to ROC urves, and dete tion and estimation theory,
see [20℄.) We have already stated that the points (0; 0) and
(1; 1) are members of the ROC urve for any intrusion dete tor. Furthermore, the urve between these points is onvex;
were it on ave, we would do better to reverse our de ision.

(11)

A qui k glan e at the resulting equation (11) raises no
ause for on ern. The large P (:I ) fa tor (0.99998) will
ompletely dominate the equation, giving it values near 1.0
for the values of P (Aj:I ) under dis ussion here, regardless
of the value of P (AjI ).
3 Another way of al ulating that di ers from equation (10) is of
ourse to realise that 100 false alarms and only a maximum of 2
2  2%.
possible valid alarms gives: 2+100

4 If you all everything with a large red nose a lown, you'll spot
all the lowns, but also Santa's reindeer, Rudolph, and vi e versa.
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5.2 Previous experimental intrusion dete tion evaluations
As previously mentioned, the literature is not overladen
with experimental results from tests of intrusion dete tion
systems. One re ent evaluation performed by DARPA exists [11℄, but no omprehensive results have been published,
and the data is unavailable for independent evaluation beause of U.S. export restri tions. We have hosen two re ent
publi ations [10, 21℄ on the e e tiveness of several poli ybased methods, and one theoreti ally advan ed treatise on
anomaly-based methods [7℄, on whi h to base our evaluation.
The rst study [21℄ lists test results for six di erent intrusion dete tion methods that have been applied to tra es
of system alls made into the operating system kernel by
nine di erent privileged appli ations in a Unix environment.
Most of these tra es were obtained from \live" data sour es,
i.e. the systems from whi h they were olle ted were produ tion systems. The authors' hypothesis is that short sequen es of system alls exhibit patterns that des ribe normal, benign a tivity, and that di erent intrusion dete tion
me hanisms an be trained to dete t abnormal patterns, and
ag these as intrusive. The resear hers thus trained the intrusion dete tion systems using part of the \normal" traÆ ,
and tested their false alarm rate on the remaining \normal"
traÆ . They then trained the systems on intrusive s enarios,
and inserted su h intrusions into normal traÆ to as ertain
the dete tion rate. The experimental method is thus lose
to the one des ribed in se tions 3 and 4.
The se ond study [10℄, reports results from one of the
tools entered into the DARPA evaluation. The DARPA data
is supposedly modelling a realisti situation, having been
synthesized from several months' long measurements on two
large omputer sites. The author laims that this tool faired
well in ompetition with the other systems so evaluated5 .
Interestingly the same tool has been applied (in a di erent
manner) to the data generated by the rst study above,
whi h makes for an interesting omparison. Surprisingly, the
independent evaluation reports better results|by as mu h
as several orders of magnitude|than the author of the tool
himself reports.
The third study [7℄ is a treatise on the fundamental limits
of the e e tiveness of intrusion dete tion. The authors onstru ts a model of the intrusive and normal pro ess and investigate the properties of this model from an anomaly intrusion dete tion perspe tive under ertain assumptions. Their
approa h di ers from ours in that they do not provide any
estimates of the parameters in their model, opting instead
to explore the limits of e e tiveness when su h information
is unavailable. Of greatest interest here is their on lusion
in whi h the authors plot experimental data for two implementations, one a frequentist dete tor that|it is laimed|
is lose to optimal under the given ir umstan es, and an
earlier tool designed by the authors, Wisdom & Sense [19℄.
La k of spa e pre ludes a more detailed presentation of
these experiments, and the interested reader is referred to
the ited papers.
The results from the three studies above have been plotted in gures 2 and 3. Where a range of values were given in
the original presentation, the best|most \ attering" if you
will|value was hosen. Furthermore, sin e not all the work
re ered to provided a tual numeri al data, some points are
based on our interpretation of the presented values. We feel
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Figure 2: ROC- urves for the se ond and third studies
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Figure 3: ROC- urve for the rst study
Nor an it ontain any dips, as that would in e e t indi ate a
faulty, non-optimal dete tor, sin e a randomised test would
then be better. See \Assumed ROC" urve in gures 2 and 3
for the ROC urve that depi ts our previous example.
We see that the required ROC urve has a very sharp
rise from (0; 0) sin e we qui kly have to rea h a eptable
dete tion rate values (0:7) while still keeping the false alarm
rate under ontrol.

5 In the words of the author \We an see from the gure that our
dete tion model has the best overall performan e..."
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\event" given the stated set of ir umstan es, will have to
be rea hed for the intrusion dete tion system to live up to
these expe tations as far as e e tiveness is on erned.
The ited studies of intrusion dete tor performan e that
were plotted and ompared indi ate that anomaly-based
methods may have a long way to go before they an rea h
these standards, sin e their false alarm rates are several orders of magnitude larger than what we demand. When we
ome to the ase of misuse-based dete tion methods the pi ture is less lear. One dete tor performs well in one study|
and meets our expe tations|but is mu h less onvin ing in
another, where it performs on a par with the anomaly-based
methods studied. Whether some of the more diÆ ult demands, su h as the dete tion masqueraders or the dete tion
of novel intrusions, an be met without the use of anomalybased intrusion dete tion is still an open question.
Mu h work still remains before it an be demonstrated
that urrent IDS approa hes will be able to live up to real
world expe tations of e e tiveness. However, we would like
to stress that, the present results notwithstanding, an equal
amount of work remains before it an be proven that they
annot live up to su h high standards.

that these are a urate enough for the purpose of giving the
reader an idea of the performan e of the systems.
The ited work an be roughly divided into two lasses
depending on the minimum false alarm rate values that are
presented, and hen e, for larity, the presentation has been
divided into gures, where the rst ( gure 2) presents the
rst lass, with larger values for the false alarm rate. In
the gure, \Ripper" denotes the original author's overall
DARPA results, \Helman frequentist," and \W&S" denote
the anomaly dete tion results. It is interesting, espe ially in
the light of the strong laims made by the authors of these
evaluations, to note that all of the presented false alarm rates
are several orders of magnitude larger than the requirements
put forth in se tion 4.
The se ond lass of dete tors, depi ted in gure 3, onsists of the average results of Ripper, and a high performan e Hidden Markov Model dete tor (labeled \HMM" in
the gure) tested by Warrander et. al. Here the pi ture is
less lear. In these experiments the spe i appli ation of
Ripper performs admirably. The authors report false alarm
results lose to zero for lower dete tion rates, with one performan e point nearly overlapping our required performan e
point. The HMM dete tor is also lose to what we would
require. It is more diÆ ult to generalize these results, sin e
they are based on one method of data sele tion, and the authors do not make as strong a laim as those made for the
previous set of dete tors.
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6 Future Work
One sti king point is the basi probabilities that the previous al ulations are based on. These probabilities are subje tive at present, but future work should in lude measurement either to attempt to al ulate these probabilities from
observed frequen ies|the frequentist approa h|or to dedu e these probabilities from some model of the intrusive
pro ess and the intrusion dete tion system|the obje tivist
approa h. The latter would in turn require real world observation to formulate realisti parameters for the models.
Furthermore, this dis ourse treats the intrusion dete tion
problem as a binary de ision problem, i.e. that of de iding
whether there has been an \intrusion" or not. The work
presented does not di erentiate between the di erent kinds
of intrusions that an take pla e, and nor does it re ognise
that di erent types of intrusions are not equally diÆ ult or
easy to dete t. Thus on a more detailed level, the intrusion
dete tion problem is not a binary but rather an n-valued
problem.
Another area that needs attention is that of the SSO's
apabilities. How does the human- omputer intera tion take
pla e, and pre isely whi h Bayesian dete tion rates would an
SSO tolerate under what ir umstan es for example?
The other parameters dis ussed in the introdu tion (efien y, et .) also need further attention.
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